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By Jane Radcliffe

Boston Academic Publishing, United States, 1978. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Jane Radcliffe was part of a group of North American
and South American writers living in Lima, Peru, who put out the literary journal Haravec; while it
lasted, it was published in English, Spanish, and Quechua, and distributed on both continents. After
her return to California, Solo Press and the National Endowment for the Arts became interested in
putting out a collection of the work Jane had done during her two years living in Lima and teaching
linguistics at San Marcos University there. Alita Kelley, longtime Cuzco resident, did the Spanish
version, and Peruvians Lola and Renan del Barco gave it a final reading. At the time, reviewers found
this approach to language remarkable. Jack Rosenbaum said: Everything is multilingual these days:
Jane Radcliffe is out with a book published with a grand from the National Endowment for the Arts.
Lima Rooftops is printed in both English and Spanish under one cover. The local journal Sipapu said
more: Lima Rooftops has the advantage of a bilingual work of a new character: the translations are
not simply Hispanicization of the English, they...
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is straightforward in read easier to recognize. It is actually writter in basic phrases and not di icult to understand. You can expect to like just
how the author compose this book.
-- Camilla Kub-- Camilla Kub

The best publication i actually study. I actually have study and so i am confident that i am going to likely to study once more yet again later on. You will not
sense monotony at at any moment of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Ernest Bergnaum-- Ernest Bergnaum
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